
Auxiliary Brake System — Trailer Brake Control (TBC ) Module      Printable View (355 KB)   

 

Refer to Wiring Diagrams Cell 95 for schematic and connector information. 

 

  

Principles of Operation  

The Trailer Brake Control (TBC) module is an integrated electronic control device that is designed to provide variable braking power to the electric-actuated drum brakes on a towed trailer 
(1 to 4 axles only). The braking energy that is provided to the trailer varies with a Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) voltage sent from the TBC module that switches between 0 volt and battery 
voltage, the higher the duty cycle the more braking power available. 

The TBC module receives vehicle braking information from 3 different sources: 

� A Brake Pedal Position (BPP) switch (also know as the stoplamp switch)  
� A brake pressure switch (also known as the speed control deactivation switch)  
� A brake pressure transducer 

The BPP switch is a normally-open switch that closes when the brake pedal is applied. When the switch closes, voltage is sent to the PCM indicating that the pedal has been pressed. The 
brake pressure transducer works in the opposite manner, it is a normally-closed switch that opens when the brake pedal is pressed interrupting a voltage signal that is output to the PCM. 
The PCM converts these 2 inputs into messages that are transmitted to the TBC module (and other modules) over the High Speed Controller Area Network (HS-CAN) bus. 

The brake pressure transducer is hardwired to the TBC module. The transducer sends a variable voltage signal to the TBC module that is directly proportional to the brake pedal/system 
pressure. 

The TBC module also receives additional messages (such as engine torque, traction control status, ABS event status and 4x4 status) over the HS-CAN bus from the PCM, the Instrument 
Cluster (IC) and the ABS module. These messages are used to determine the amount of braking power required for the trailer. The TBC module will also transmit information to the ABS 
module and the IC in regards to trailer connectivity and current TBC system status. System status information that is sent to the IC will be displayed in the IC message center to alert the 
driver of any potential concerns. 

TBC module output to the trailer can be adjusted by the driver through the use of the manual slide lever and the 2 gain buttons. Pressing a gain button with a trailer connected to the vehicle 
will adjust the TBC output to the trailer brakes to set the maximum assistance while making sure the trailer wheels do not lock while braking. The maximum setting is 10.0 and the minimum 
setting is 0.0. The manual control lever is used to manually apply the trailer brakes, independent of the vehicle brakes, in order to calibrate the trailer gain setting to the specific trailer 
loading and road conditions. For information on setting trailer gain, refer to the Owner's Literature. 

The TBC module faceplate displays the trailer connectivity status (trailer icon) as well as gain setting (number display) and relative trailer braking power (output bar graph) during a braking 
event. 

When a successful trailer connection is detected by the TBC module, the trailer icon will illuminate green, solidly. If the electrical connection to the trailer is lost or disconnected, the trailer 
icon will flash red. If the connection is lost while the vehicle is stationary, the indicator will flash red for 30 seconds and then turn off. If the connection is lost while the vehicle is moving, the 
trailer icon will flash red until the ignition switch is turned to the OFF position or until the connection is reestablished. In both cases, the TBC module will also send the TRAILER 
DISCONNECTED or CHECK TRAILER message to the IC message center. The gain display will also flash if a trailer becomes disconnected. 

  

Trailer Brake Control (TBC) Module Start Up, Prove Out and Wake Up  

The following information describes the normal operation of the TBC module during start up and prove out both with and without a trailer connected to the vehicle. When the ignition is 
turned to the RUN position, the TBC module display will illuminate the trailer icon (green) and all LEDs of the gain and output graph for approximately 3 seconds. At the same time, the TBC 
module will check for trailer connectivity and check the IC for trailer brake configuration. 

Start Up and Prove Out Without a Trailer Connected to the Vehicle 

If the IC is  configured for trailer brakes, the display will shut off after proving out, the message center in the IC will display TRAILER DISCONNECTED or CHECK TRAILER and the trailer 
icon will illuminate red. 

If the IC is not  configured for trailer brakes, the TBC module will shut down after the display proves out and the system will be inoperative. Pressing the gain button or sliding the manual 
switch will get no reaction from the TBC module. TBC FAULT will be displayed in the IC message center and a DTC will be set in the TBC module. For information on programming the IC 
for trailer brakes, refer to Programmable Parameters in this section. 

Start Up and Prove Out With a Trailer Connected to the Vehicle 

If the IC is  configured for trailer brakes, after the display proves out, the trailer icon will illuminate green indicating trailer connectivity. 

Special Tool(s)

7-Way Trailer Emulator 
TEK-6562 or equivalent

Flex Probe Kit 
105-R025C or equivalent

Fluke 77-IV Digital Multimeter 
FLU77-4 or equivalent

Worldwide Diagnostic System (WDS) 
 
 
Vehicle Communication Module (VCM) with appropriate adapters, or 
equivalent diagnostic tool  
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If the IC is not  configured for trailer brakes, the TBC module will react the same as indicated above in Start Up and Prove Out Without a Trailer Connected to the Vehicle. 

TBC Module Wake Up 

With a trailer connected to the vehicle, the TBC module will remain active when the ignition key is in the ON position to monitor the vehicle and trailer brake systems. Without a trailer 
connected to the vehicle, the TBC module will enter a "sleep mode" but still continue to send a PWM voltage signal to the trailer tow connector every 4 seconds to detect when a trailer is 
connected. 

When the ignition key is in the RUN position and the module is in sleep mode, pressing a gain button or sliding the manual switch will cause the module to "wake up". If a trailer is not 
connected to the vehicle, the display should prove out for 3 seconds, then the trailer icon should illuminate red and the IC message center should display TRAILER DISCONNECTED or 
CHECK TRAILER. If a trailer is connected to the vehicle, the display should prove out for 3 seconds and then the trailer icon should illuminate green. 

  

Inspection and Verification  

NOTE: A trailer brake emulator tool is available to verify that the TBC module and vehicle wiring are functioning correctly. 

1. Verify the TBC system is correctly installed by checking that the vehicle is equipped with a brake pressure transducer on the master cylinder. If the brake pressure transducer is not 
present, then the TBC system has been erroneously installed. 

2. Verify the customer concern. 

3. NOTE: The TBC does not function with electric-over-hydraulic or surge trailer brake types. 

Verify that the trailer brakes are electric-actuated drum type brakes. 

4. Verify the stoplamps operate correctly by applying and releasing the brake pedal with the ignition switch in the OFF position and the trailer disconnected. If the stoplamps do not 
operate correctly, refer to Section 417-01. If the stoplamps operate correctly, proceed to the next step. 

5. Visually inspect for obvious signs of mechanical or electrical damage. 

 
 
 Visual Inspection Chart  

 
6. If the cause is not visually evident, connect the scan tool to the data link connector (DLC) and select the vehicle to be tested from the scan tool menu. If the scan tool does not 

communicate with the vehicle: 
� check that the program card is correctly installed. 
� check the connections to the vehicle. 
� check the ignition switch position. 

7. If the scan tool still does not communicate with the vehicle, refer to the scan tool operating manual. 

8. Carry out the scan tool data link test. If the scan tool responds with: 
� CAN, ISO, or UBP circuit fault; all electronic control units no response/not equipped, refer to Section 418-00. 
� No response/not equipped for the TBC, GO to Pinpoint Test A. 
� System passed, retrieve and record the continuous diagnostic trouble codes (DTCs), erase the continuous DTCs, and carry out self-test diagnostics for the TBC and the anti-

lock brake system (ABS) module. 

9. If the DTCs retrieved are related to the concern, go to the Trailer Brake Control (TBC) module Diagnostic Trouble Code (DTC) Chart or Anti-Lock Brake System (ABS) Module 
Diagnostic Trouble Code (DTC) Chart to continue diagnosis. 

10. If no DTCs related to the concern are retrieved, GO to Symptom Chart to continue diagnosis. 

NOTE: Always retrieve the continuous DTCs after running the self-test. 

 
 
 Trailer Brake Control (TBC) Module Diagnostic Trou ble Code (DTC) Chart  

Mechanical Electrical

� Base brake system  
� Trailer  
� Brake pressure transducer 
� Brake pressure switch 

� Battery junction box (BJB) fuse 12 (2A) 
� Central junction box (CJB) fuse(s): 

� 20 (15A)  
� 28 (10A)  
� 101 (30A) 

� Circuitry  
� Trailer brake control (TBC) module 

DTC Description Source Action

B1317 Battery Voltage High TBC 
Module

GO to Pinpoint Test B.

B1318 Battery Voltage Low TBC 
Module

GO to Pinpoint Test B.

B1342 ECU is Faulted TBC 
Module

REPAIR all other DTCs. CLEAR the DTCs. TEST the system for normal operation. If the DTC returns, INSTALL a new TBC. 
REFER to Trailer Brake Control (TBC) Module in this section.

B1863 TBC Ground Open Circuit TBC 
Module

GO to Pinpoint Test A.

C2797 Brake Pressure Transducer 
Supply Short to Battery

TBC 
Module

GO to Pinpoint Test C.

C2798 Brake Pressure Transducer 
Supply Short to Ground

TBC 
Module

GO to Pinpoint Test C.

C2800 Brake Pressure Transducer 
Sense Circuit Open

TBC 
Module

GO to Pinpoint Test C.

C2801 Brake Pressure Transducer 
Sense Short to Ground

TBC 
Module

GO to Pinpoint Test C.

C2803 Brake Pressure Transducer 
Sense Circuit Failure

TBC 
Module

GO to Pinpoint Test C.
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 Anti-Lock Brake System (ABS) Module Diagnostic Tro uble Code (DTC) Chart  

 
For a complete master list of DTCs, refer to Section 419-10. 

  

Symptom Chart  

  

C2806 Trailer Brakes Wiring Circuit Short 
to Battery

TBC 
Module

If DTC C2806 is only present with a trailer connected to the trailer tow connector, SEND the trailer to an authorized camper/trailer 
repair center.  
 
If DTC C2806 is present without a trailer connected, RECORD and CLEAR the DTCs. CYCLE the ignition switch and RETRIEVE 
any DTCs. If DTC C2806 returns (without a trailer connected to the trailer tow connector), GO to Pinpoint Test D.  
 
For all other returning DTCs, CARRY OUT the action for any returning DTCs.

C2807 Trailer Brakes Wiring Circuit Short 
to Ground

TBC 
Module

If DTC C2807 is only present with a trailer connected to the trailer tow connector, SEND the trailer to an authorized camper/trailer 
repair center.  
 
If DTC C2807 is present without a trailer connected, RECORD and CLEAR the DTCs. CYCLE the ignition switch and RETRIEVE 
any DTCs. If DTC C2807 returns (without a trailer connected to the trailer tow connector), GO to Pinpoint Test D.  
 
For all other returning DTCs, CARRY OUT the action for any returning DTCs.

C2808 Trailer Brakes Output Overload TBC 
Module

If DTC C2808 is only present with a trailer connected to the trailer tow connector, SEND the trailer to an authorized camper/trailer 
repair center.  
 
If DTC C2808 is present without a trailer connected, RECORD and CLEAR the DTCs. CYCLE the ignition switch and RETRIEVE 
any DTCs. If DTC C2808 returns (without a trailer connected to the trailer tow connector), GO to Pinpoint Test D.  
 
For all other returning DTCs, CARRY OUT the action for any returning DTCs.

U1900 CAN Communication Bus Fault-
Receive Error

TBC 
Module

GO to Pinpoint Test A.

DTC Description Source Action

B1342 ECU is 
Defective

ABS 
Module

CLEAR the DTCs. REPEAT the self-test. If DTC B1342 is retrieved again, INSTALL a new ABS module. REFER to Section 206-09. CLEAR the 
DTCs. REPEAT the self-test.

Symptom Chart

Condition Possible Sources Action

� No communication with the trailer brake control 
(TBC) module 

� Fuse(s)  
� Circuitry  
� TBC  

� GO to Pinpoint Test A.  

� The TBC module LED display does not illuminate 
and the trailer brakes are inoperative 

� Fuse(s)  
� Circuitry  
� TBC module  
� Customer trailer  

� GO to Pinpoint Test E.  

� Anti-lock brake 
system (ABS)  

� REFER to Section 206-09.  

� The trailer brakes are inoperative � Fuse(s)  
� Circuitry  
� TBC module  
� Customer trailer  

� GO to Pinpoint Test F.  

� The trailer brakes are always engaged � Circuitry  
� TBC module  
� Customer trailer  

� GO to Pinpoint Test G.  

� The message center intermittently displays 
"TRAILER DISCONNECTED" or "CHECK 
TRAILER" while towing a trailer 

� Circuitry  
� Customer trailer  

� RETRIEVE any TBC module DTCs. If no DTCs are present, GO to Pinpoint 
Test F. If DTCs are present, RECORD the DTCs and GO to the Trailer Brake 
Control (TBC) Module Diagnostic Trouble Code (DTC) Chart.  

� The instrument cluster displays "TBC FAULT" � DTCs present  
� Fuse(s)  
� Circuitry  
� Instrument 

cluster  
� TBC module  

� RETRIEVE any TBC module DTCs. If no DTCs are present, GO to Pinpoint 
Test H. If DTCs are present, RECORD the DTCs and GO to the Trailer Brake 
Control (TBC) Module Diagnostic Trouble Code (DTC) Chart.  

� The instrument cluster displays "TRAILER 
FAULT" 

� Circuitry  
� TBC module  
� Customer trailer  

� With out  a trailer connected to the trailer tow connector, GO to Pinpoint Test 
D.  

� With  a trailer connected to the trailer tow connector, SEND the trailer to an 
authorized camper/trailer repair center.  

� The TBC module manual control lever knob is 
missing 

� Missing control 
lever knob  

� INSTALL a new control lever knob. 
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